
Dear ELIZA~ETH,
I bought this Wordprocessor as a present to myself

for Christmas I have not mastered it yet but it is so
interesting.I have 9 grandchildren so cannot let them beat me,

they all use computers as soon as they start school these days
Iwill list below my interest in the WHITLOCK,S and also add a
note about the BAYTONS in AUSTRALIA

My husbands mother was a Sarah Hockey from W~itney in Oxon.
her father CHARLES HOCKEY was born181l in MONTECUTE in
SOMERSETand her motherwas ELIZABETH KNIBSS 1809 in WITNEY.
Ithink it is the Witney connection most likely to lead to the
WHITLOCKS.ELIZABETH,S father was JOHN KNIBBS 1783-1829 and her
mother SARAH BERRY 1784-1865. JOHN,S father was again JOHN
KNIBBS 1751-1802 he married in 1782 either ELIZABETH HOLLIER or
ELIZABETH LONGFORD.
I have in my pocession a prayer book presumed to cOome from
this family in the front it has the name THOMAS wHITLOCK
1755and then THIS BOOK GAVE TO ME BY MY MOTHERMARGARET
wHITLOCK FROM MY GREAT UNCLE ANDREW WHITE GENT JUNE 3rd 1755
THERE FOLLOWS A COUPLE OF PRAYERS THE LAST DATED JULY 1758
At the front of the book and upside down is the very tflowing
signature of ANDREW WHITE almost like an initial in front of
the ANDREW the date 1681 At the top of the page is Commandments
and then in an elaborate curl and so small I cannot read,a lot
of writing. I will enquire about this at a specialist Library
but I think it is some sort of shorthand writing of those days
of the Commandments

The BAYTONS are again Peters family but on his mother,s side
Ihave their tree at Kingston Surrey from the 1700,S
RICHARD BAYTON moved to London and married POLINAt ELLEN
SUSANNAH WHITTAL in 1854 and it was their two sons
RICHARD BAYTON who married ELIZA JOHNSON in 1882 and
WILLIAN THOMAS BAYTON(called THOMAS) who married ELIZA AGNES
CLAYTON IN1S81 who went to AUSTRALIA
Ithink they went seperatly Richard and wife first and they
settled in MELBOURNE the other brother latter joined him but
then went to WOOLLOONGABBA QUEENSLAND where they had a
BootManufacturing business •
I would be most pleased if you could tell me the dates of their
arrival in Australia I have had quite a lot of information from
them but never that.

I hope you find all this interesting ..
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